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we not
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Annie Rix
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known healer and teacher. She
wen known
among New
and Divine Science students as the founder (with her
of the
Home of Truth. We are
to welcome
and feel sure that it will find
Send for
copy if you are
interested, to The Master Mind Ma:ga;dne
Angeles, Calif.
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with rocks and streams I

Agree with thine adversary

UUICKI'{.--n:;'''s.
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What think you of Mr. Brown's defination
of
in
and
NOW? We are sure that he has started a
In order
call atrevolution in
tention to his theory and create a discussion
will not
readers send for
of that number
then mark
it to Professors of
Science in am
This will be
mense value
today.
Every new
for 1912
before New Years will have 14 numbers,
with November, 1911.
is
friends, Truth and NOW.
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Christmas
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Harrison
Dear
I want to
thank
most valuable services at
Your month's
with us means
words to express.
more than I can
as
You came at a most op'polrtune
I have had so many
and respoDseason,
sibilities at this
cornin:g and lectures
a
lectures were
int1ensely interestteal:huIlg 0 f
philoSl)ph:y is
new
truth and
of
the same
r even to the 00learned. We want you
I
must not
to
our intercourse
the weeks has
companion!ihip and
t
alremain unbroken.
bless you
in
work and that your years
may be many.

A note from Mr. Brown
that the last
of
informs
tember he lectures in New York and Brooklyn. During October he is in
Address him
Washington and
care of
Club, 1328 Clifton St,
Washington, D. C.
two more
year?
numbers of NOW
to
subscription
for the next year.
you
YOllr
by

-Whittier
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that chains

stars in

Implo,res fulfillment in the mind of man.
! Let us

us the whirlwind
suns.

And mortals waking from their dream of

-,Ii nge,ia

L" ur.l::U'''. in Collier's

It is not our brain that
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our eyes that see.-Flammarioll.
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dear,

universe
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The times are

for man feels the

I
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to insist that there can be
brain.
-Camile Flammanon.
were the only

DO

daJrlmeu
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directior:l" as
conentire
of the
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to such as seek it
sinlo1icit:y without preocwithc)ut conceit."
of
concentration.
all.
been the
method of all ages. It is the method of
It never fails of
It
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and
ITI•. _L'_L
of Catholic saint and
Protestant
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is the
of the
It is the method of the ....,;.. ;;,,,,,L
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the law is one' the
is one. 1rhe
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methods and
vary as do the
of aOlrllvinrr
The fundamental COIldition
rec:eol:ive condition of
mind.
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knows
is
He cannot
not sincere.
is an
as glc)riclus
tal had. As our

never die.
become

-Victor
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bound in
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lished in
and is in its 2d edition.
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letter and in
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these answers
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Dr, Alex. ]. McIvor-Tyndall, who is without
a doubt the greatest demonstrator
says
would like to recommend
to every person who can read. It is simple, concise,
No one, perhaps,
knows better than I that what you state in ita
pages
you say. 'man's greatest discovis no
that
is
,
of
..

